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Escape to 1880s London! A page-turning Victorian murder mystery series."Wonderfully
atmospheric. You can almost taste the fog."Actress Lizzie Dixie drowned in the River Thames,
so how was she murdered five years later in Highgate Cemetery?Intrepid Fleet Street reporter
Penny Green is called upon by Scotland Yard. Does she unwittingly hold clues to Lizzie Dixie’s
mysterious death? Penny must work with Inspector James Blakely to investigate the Victorian
worlds of theatre, showmen and politicians in search of the truth.But who is following her? And
who is sending her threatening letters?Penny is about to discover that Lizzie’s life was more
complicated, and dangerous, than she could ever have imagined.Read Limelight today and
discover this entertaining Victorian mystery series.What readers say about Penny
Green:★★★★★ “A Victorian Delight!”★★★★★ “Good clean mystery in an enjoyable historical
setting”★★★★★ “If you are unfamiliar with the Penny Green Series, acquaint yourselves
immediately!”★★★★★ “Interesting, complex, believable characters”★★★★★ “I found myself
enthralled by Penny Green”★★★★★ “An outstanding female lead character”★★★★★ “I was
engrossed from beginning to end”★★★★★ “If you like Agatha Christie books you are going to
like this one”★★★★★ “I have found Ms. Organ's story telling to be flawlessly
entertaining!”★★★★★ “Very strong mystery set in a very interesting time and place”★★★★★
“Ms. Organ draws you into Penny's world with her delicious descriptions and masterful story
telling”★★★★★ “I am very pleased with how this series is becoming one of my
favorites!”★★★★★ “Read the books in this series.... guarantee you won’t be
disappointed!”★★★★★ “A great read with a real twist at the end. Emily just gets better and better
with this series.”Limelight is available in digital, paperback and audiobook format and is Book 1
in the Penny Green Mystery Series set in 1880s London. The books can be read in any
order:Book 1 - LimelightBook 2 - The RookeryBook 3 - The Maid's SecretBook 4 - The
InventorBook 5 - Curse of the PoppyBook 6 - The Bermondsey PoisonerBook 7 - An Unwelcome
GuestBook 8 - Death at the WorkhouseBook 9 - The Gang of St Bride'sBook 10 - Murder in
RatcliffeBook 11 - The Egyptian MysteryAlso available:The Penny Green Victorian Mystery
Series: Books 1-3 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 1)The Penny Green Victorian Mystery
Series: Books 4-6 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 2)The Penny Green Victorian Mystery
Series: Books 7-9 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 3)

"About the AuthorEmily Organ is the author of the Penny Green Victorian mystery series, among
other books. Writing historical mysteries combines her love of history and mystery. She lives in
the south of England with her family.Gabrielle Baker is a highly respected and experienced
British voice actor with her own studio at her home in Kent, England. A trained actor, she has
become a bestselling audiobook narrator for award-winning authors around the world.--This text



refers to the audioCD edition.
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Mrs. J., “Another excellent book from Ms. Organ! Watch this author.. As always, Emily Organ has
written another excellent piece of historical fiction. This Victorian era story, features news
reporter, Penny Green. She deals with all of the insults that a working woman of that era would,
with outward grace and inward insecurity. This would be a suitable story for all ages, including
your Junior and Senior high people. This author doesn't need swearing or steamy scenes to
make her point and give us a great, fast paced story.”

Ron Stephens, “Glad to find her books!. This book is a solid 4 and really a 4.5 and I am not easy.
PRO - There were several things I liked. One is the period social accuracy. Another is the city
geographic accuracy. Yet another is that she did not rely on sex for interest and scarcely
mentioned it except for the bought kind. The plot and characters are believable.CON - Not much.
I found one small factual oversight. I wish a better physical and emotional description of Penny
Green had been given so I could visualize her and relate to her better. I suspected the right
person but only when nearing the end and even at that got a final surprise.”

Bethany Swafford, “Excellent Beginning. When an actress is found shot to death five years after
she was believed drowned to death, it is a shock to London society. Penny Green, a news
reporter, knew Lizzie Greenand agrees to help Detective Inspector Blakely to investigate in
exchange for the exclusive story. She quickly learns the actress' life than she knew and learning
the truth, a danger she wasn’t expecting.Having read this at least three times since I first was
introduced to the series, I think it is safe to say I really enjoy it. It is a well written, atmospheric
mystery with some interesting characters. Penny, through whom we follow the narrative, is a
bold, independent woman, but not so much she doesn’t fit into the world and time. Her actions
and thought process were believable.Her colleagues at the newspaper added a bit of fun as
well. I especially liked the addition of a typewriter being introduced and how divided the
reporters are on how useful it will be. Detective Inspector Blakely was a charming, earned
character that I really want to know more about.This is a well-paced mystery that I would
recommend to anyone looking to start a historical mystery series.”

A Davison, “Thoroughly Enjoyable Victorian Cosy Mystery. Penelope Green is a lady in all sense
of the word, except perhaps by wealth in that she relies on her job as a reporter to pay her rent
on an attic room in a boarding house where it is a struggle to cover her expenses each week.
Penelope is proud, independent and craves a career she is good at, but this is the 1880's and
she has to hide her intellect and abilities from misogynistic colleagues who like to remind her
she is only tolerated in their masculine profession, while content to let her do all the work. By
necessity she is modest and discreet, but has the ability to choose herbattles and ignore
unimportant irritants, like constant hints that she should should marry and have children.Her
skills lie in her unassuming manner in that she is non threatening so people tend to talk to her,



thus, as well as writing insightful articles for the Morning Press, she also solves crimes.In this
story the murder victim was a friend and Penelope is determined to find out who killed her, even
though her employer and even the police disagree with her opinions. She doesn't demand, bully
or crash through barriers, but is methodical and thorough and gets there in the end.I look
forward to reading more about Miss Green, intrepid reporter.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A new detection light is lit.. First encounter with a new detective and four
stars for effort. Having said that I enjoyed this book very much and will try the next one to
confirm opinions made. Late Victorian London, a bookish young lady Penny Green is an
impoverished journalist wrongly dismissed. She meets a young police detective (possible future
love interest) is recruited to help him solve a murder, gets reinstated and we are off . The
murdered person, an actress/courtesan was a friend of the journalist and the story involves the
theatre, circus and parliamentary goings on. Good atmosphere and historical detail, an
engaging heroine but a tad drawn-out tale not to mention snail-speed slow. However just right
for a miserable day taking your ease. Easy flowing dialogue, almost cinematic action (Americans
would love the settings, all Hansom cabs and fog). I can see interesting future stories ahead.
There is so much scope in the characters, period and London.”

Mrs A, “An enjoyable book. This is the first book in the Penny Green series but I have read others
in the series and found that they easily make sense and are just as enjoyable as a stand-alone
book. Penny is a reporter for a newspaper but quickly becomes involved with James Blakely a
police officer from Scotland Yard when he asks for help to solve the murder of a woman who
they presumed had died 4 years earlier in a boating accident. However there is someone
attempting to stop her from helping to solve the case. The story takes place in the late 1800’s
when ladies were expected to marry, stay at home and produce children. Penny is the exception
and it’s extremely unusual for a woman to be a Fleet Street reporter. A beautifully written book
and I recommend it highly.”

R. J. Mcgarrie, “Victorian Penny For Your thoughts?.. "Limelight" is an excellent example of how
an historical mystery should be approached. The vey title smacks of the Victorian theatre and
the crime scene, Highgate cemetary, the resting place of many celebrties of the time, is an ideal
locas! Add, the entrance of a keen young press reporter, pencil, and paper in hand, no sign of a
mobile 'phone or laptop, the the excitement begins.She is joined by a Scotland Yard man, and
together they embark on a search that includes, the theatre world, thei sleasy characters - even
venturing into the high estate of politicians! It moves on at pace, also including stalkers and
sinister letters, before the matter is resolved.  All iin all, well worth the read!”

Ann Stanmore, “Very good read. After reading and enjoying The Teacher I looked forward to this
story and soon discovered it is a very good read.Penny Green is a great character and I love the



interaction with James. This is a good mystery which keeps you guessing. Lots of atmosphere
of the time period too.I must also say here as it isn't listed anywhere, I enjoyed Westminster
Bridge, details how to get this are at the back of this (Limelight) book. An added bonus.I hope
we get to read more of Penny Green.”

The book by Emily Organ has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 1,905 people have provided feedback.
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